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The motto &#x22;philosophy by cartoons&#x22; - this time in Lisbon at the Atlantic led a small group of people to Portugal. You will find a couple of treasures that we
discovered in this booklet that started to develop in Lisbon from 30/5- 3/2013.
That I exist is my destiny; a statement only, it is also true for you. We are the result of
many self-determined decisions of people, who lived before us, in a, in total and
viewed as a whole, heteronymous universe. I decided and imposed on myself that I
write and draw here. That you read it is your decision. I do not know exactly why, but I
will tell you of a trip to Lisbon. Two years ago I fell into a touching fascination to the
Portuguese national poet Fernando Pessoa. I put his story into a cartoon. It stands at
the beginning of this trip. Never before have the people in this world travelled so much
and so far as they do today; we never were able to see and experience so much in so
short time as we do today. In the end there is only a single trip for us. It is the trip of
our soul through this world. Therefore it is not what we see and experience, that we
find on a trip, but the true treasure that a trip gives us, is that which changes our soul.
So a person can have travelled the entire world and will come to the conclusion that
he nevertheless has been nowhere, just as a person that spent his entire life at a
single place, in a single house, nevertheless can have discovered much more than all
navigators and discoverers together who sailed around the world. Portugal the
country where the sadness was invented. You sense it in the streets, you see it in the
faces of the people, and you hear it in the songs of the country. Portugal and with it
the strange poet Fernando Pessoa who really was only able to emerge really only
here in Lisbon, they all tell of an unusual longing and melancholy of the people in this
country. They call the longing &#x22;saudade&#x22;; one could translate it with
melancholy or sadness; saudade, that is the feeling that emerges, if you listen to the
stories of this country; this interpretation is closer to the translation... you only
understand the being of
saudade if you open your heart and your sense for it. One
evening Fatima crossed my way; in her eyes I saw the melancholy of the moment.
Fatima is not only a beautiful name; Fatima is a word full of magic. For you, Fatima,
you know my tears and my pain, for you I wrote this book!
Fernando Pessoa, his life and his words are connected immortally with Lisbon and
Portugal! A grace of fate that we follow. We find and lose ourselves in his thoughts.
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